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Republic of Iraq
Republic presidency
Member of R.C.C
Vice president
Taha yassen Ramadan
North committee
Secretariat

No32/2323
Date: 28/12/1997

To: Tammem governor
Re: qizliyar district

1- on 24th June, 1997 the nation soaour Ahmed was interviewed being the
inhabitant of Riyadh sub district in your governorate, it was appeared as follow: -

A- During the year of 1994 a contract agreement was held with (24) farmers of his
tribe’s people of obayed. Sub tribe Albu shahir on the lands of 17 district qizliyar
within the center district of your governorate which is its majority belonged to the
Kurdish nations whom are immigrated out of the governorate located within the
near areas of oil establishment.

B- After distribution of the lands up on them, the directorate of Tammem
Agriculture had directed by the letter No. 13338 dated 26th September, 1994, to the
first second committees of cancellation, for taking necessary steps including the
above said lands plot. But since the above date the real steps had not been taken yet
for finalizing this subject by the Tammem agriculture department, it was noted that
it was not recently there are trying for returning some of immigrated people to their
own lands, the aforesaid department for encoring the formalities for handing over
the immigrated people lands as quickly on contrary for the directions of central of
special for residence of Arab tribes whereas the farmers to leave their lands because
there are the committee will  commence on next July for handing over the lands to
the pervious ownership .

C- The above said nation had begged for stoppage of the actions of the agriculture
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department your governorate pertaining cancellation of contract agreement of the
farmers of the people his tribe especially those whom had transferred their census
registration and their provision tickets to the area of which was limited for their
settlements and started for building their house in the said land.

2- The vice of president had directed the chief north council for stating your perusal
regarding the subject and let us know the names of non Arab nations of the pure
properties owners whom their lands was distributed on the Arab tribes with plot
land of 17 qizliyar, and the area s of their own land.
count the reason of their not cancellation since the year of 1994 till now and
confirming the corsage of taking the cancellation actions in the lands of for those
whom had corrected their nations from Kurd into Arab it should not be on the
account of the settlement of Arab tribes plan in the governorate but it is possibility
their compensation in other area.
For your kind perusal and to take the necessary steps and let us knows we remain.

(Sgd)
brigadier tariq ziyada salih
Secretary of north council

28/6/1997
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